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MEDIA RELEASE

The first day of the 110th Trinidad & Tobago Open was played at the St Andrews Golf Club in Moka,
Maraval in beautiful conditions. The golf course was immaculate, even with this there were the usual
complaints from some of the golfers about the pin positions on the tricky greens.
Golf Professional Chris Richards and Amateur Jonathan Millen lead the way with both shooting level par
72’s for the trip to Jamaica to play in the Latinomerican Tour Jamaica Classic in July. Millen leads the way
in the Amateur Championship though. Amateur Dave Rajkumar with 75 is in third place for the Jamaica
Classic. Clint Alfred is in the fourth and final place after shooting 76. The top 4 go to play in the Jamaica
Classic.
There is also a trip to Jamaica for the best Junior in the 16-19 age group in the Championship division, this
is currently led by Ryan Peters with 78 and he is closely followed by Liam Bryden 79.
In the first flight, who played from the longer Blue tees Zico Correia and Philip Subero lead the way having
both shot 81. There is a 3 way tie for third place with Steve Durgadeen, Randy Hakim and Richard Smith all
with 84 strokes.
In the second flight Jonathan Mitchell leads the way with a 78 gross closely followed by Eun Dae Lee with
an 80. Joseph Rahael shot 84 and Dr. Arvind Ali, and Selwyn Hakim 85.
In the Seniors division Adrian Sampson leads the way with a fine score of 77 strokes, he is followed by
Deryck Gonsalves and Krishna Narine who both shot 80. Tobago’s Carlos Beckles is in 4th with 81,
defending champion Reynold Deonath is 2 strokes further back with an 83.
The Super Seniors is led by the favorite Arjoon Samlal who shot 77, closely followed by John Hale and
Fabian Lee Foon who both shot 79.
The Presidents Cup is led by Trinidad & Tobago’s pair of Liam Bryden 79 and Richard “Pecos” Camacho 80
for a 159 total. Barbados is in second place with Julian Jordan 82 and Iz Hustler 85 for a 167 total. With
the no show of St Kitts it is a straight fight between these two pairs

